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All About Mr. Carter
TPP: What is your favorite sport?

MC: Hockey 

TPP: What is your favorite position in hockey?

MC: Uhh...forward. I coach the forwards for the 
girl’s Shakopee team.

TPP: Why do you like hockey?

MC: I grew up playing it. I decided I just loved 
it. It’s a fast, physical game and definitely the 
most athletic.

TPP: How long have you played hockey?

MC: I started hockey when I was 8.

TPP: How long have you coached hockey?

MC: 8 years...3 years youth hockey and the 
last 5 years coaching high school.

TPP: By any chance, did you ever play an 
instrument?

MC: I played the trumpet in 6th grade, and I 
wasn't very good. I also sang in choir, and I 
wasn't very good in that either.

TPP: What is your favorite food?

MC: I pick two things, breakfast and tacos.

The Pearson Post
                                             
by Madelyn Langfeld , Baaba 
De-souza

SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Interview

TPP: Why did you become a health 
teacher? 

Mr.Carter: I think it’s important to be 
active, healthy, and teach kids to do 
the same thing.

TPP: Are you active at home?

MC: I try to work out at least 4-5 times 
a week or try to be active in some way 
every day. 

TPP: Where did you go to college?

MC: The University of St. Thomas in 
Minneapolis.

TPP: How old are you, if we may ask?

MC: I recently turned 30, so about 22 
years old. 
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 Being Mindful!

The Pearson Post
by Langfeld, Madelyn & 
De-Souza, Baaba    SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Health 
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Mindfulness            
       If you are feeling stressed, 
instead of checking your social 
media you should take a moment to 
breathe and calm your inner self. 
You can do this by doing yoga. 
Some yoga poses to help be mindful 
are downward dog, warrior, tree, 
bridge, cobra, and child’s pose. 
These basic stretches will help you 
feel less stressed, more focused, 
and mindful.  

Need a Good Laugh? 
Worst Haircuts Ever!

These are what we found to be the worst haircuts ever! They are so funny; we couldn’t 
stop laughing. If you haven’t had a mindful morning, hopefully these haircuts will get your 

gut busting with laughter, a smile on your face, and a new outlook on your day. 

Downward Dog

Warrior Tree

Cobra



Did You Know Chocolate is Good for You?

The Pearson Post
By Sargam Sharma SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Health/Food

Chocolate is actually very healthy for you. It can 
improve mood and reduce your appetite. It can make 
your skin glow and may reduce sunburn. Chocolate 
also helps improve cardiovascular health and blood 
flow. Chocolate releases the neurotransmitters 
serotonin, dopamine, and endorphins. It is also a 
source of polyphenol antioxidants, like coffee, and 
has many health benefits including reducing the 
chances of diabetes, cancer, and cardiovascular 
diseases. In fact, it contains cacao, which can 
increase your bliss and improve your memory. Wow! 
Even I didn’t know chocolate was that healthy!
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what gives it the thick yet 
creamy texture. It can also be 
served just a little warmer 
than ice cream, making it 
easier to make and eat in the 
summer.

This summer, I encourage 
you to check out a few 
custard shops nearby. 

★ Culver’s (Shakopee, MN)
★ Freddy’s Frozen Custard 

& Steakburgers (Savage, 
MN)

★ Adele’s Frozen Custard 
(Excelsior, MN)

The Pearson Post
by Paul Kurtzweil SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Food

One of America’s favorite 
comfort foods is ice cream. 
If you've ever been to 
“Culver’s,” then you might 
know what frozen custard is. 
Though I have always 
thought of the two frozen 
delights as the same thing, 
that is, until I realized how 
different they are. Ice cream 
is made of mostly cream 
and milk, with a little sugar 
and other things to make it 
more delectable, while 
custard is made of cream 
and EGG YOLKS. This is 
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Fan Food or Fast Food?

D.Q’s Famous “Fan Food!”
D.Q has been around for a very long 
time, opening in 1949. D.Q has claimed 
their food is not in fact fast food but fan 
food. Their food is enjoyed by many 
throughout the world! But, how do they 
get their food to be so good? Is it healthy 
for you? Let's look at it in a different way. 
Many people don't like vegetables, a 
healthy food, such as brussel sprouts. 
D.Q’s food is delicious! There is no way 
that it is healthy for you! The food with the 
least calories is the corn dog, the tiny 
corn dog, with no drink or fries. The food 
with the most calories is the 6 piece 
chicken strip basket and doesn't include a 
drink. This 6 piece basket has a 
whopping 1,250 calories! At the top of our 
list, the large peanut butter cookie dough 
smash, has an extensive amount of 
calories reaching 1,510 calories! I am 
definitely not calling this food fan food; it's 
more like fast food!

McDonald's Fast Food!
     Name a fast food, hurry go! 5, 4, 3, 2, 1! I 
am almost 100% sure that you said 
McDonald’s. Now how do I know that? 
McDonald's is almost everywhere and has 
been around for a long time. Their food is 
“amazing,” but I don't think that it is amazing 
for you! McDonald's has created a nutrition 
calculator. If you go online and search 
McDonald’s nutrition calculator, you will be in 
for a surprise. It turns out that your favorite 
food could be your body's least favorite food! 
When you reach the website you will hit 
select food. You will be able to choose 
multiple items, and everything at McDonald’s 
is on the McDonald’s nutrition calculator. So, 
how bad is McDonalds for you, really? Well 
just order your meal and see the numbers 
pile up! On the other hand, McDonald's has a 
great source of protein on chicken 
McNuggets and on their burgers. You may 
also order healthy salads, yogurt parfaits, 
apple slices, and oranges in kid’s meals. In 
the future, think about what you’re ordering 
before you order it. 
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THE INSPIRATIONAL 

 BOUNDARIES
BANDS WITHOUT 

by Clara and Chloe

      Guppy, the pug, is a YouTube famous 
dog. His owner, Aaron, is from the channel 
Lazyron Studios. 
     Guppy lives in an apartment with two 
Chinchillas, Bun-Bun and Chi-Chi, along 
with the YouTubers, Alex Wassabi, 
LaurDIY, and, of course, Lazyron Studios. 
Guppy used to be very small, so small he 
could fit in a tea cup, but now he can barely 
fit in the sink for his bath. Before he got his 
name, there were many names that were 
considered for this tiny pug, including 
Rubert.
     However, pugs have many health 
problems; some of these problems cause 
Guppy to have an estimated life span of two 
years, while an average pug has an 
estimated life span of 10-14 years. 
Problems of pugs may include, protruding 
eyes, not cleaning their wrinkles, and short 
snouts. Short snouts cause choking and 
breathing problems for pugs. Guppy, the 
pug, is an inspiration to all the pugs out 
there.

Health & Music

INTER-WEBS
GUPPY THE PUG EDITION TWENTY-ONE PILOTS EDITION

 Here are a few facts about the band, 
Twenty-One Pilots, you may or may not have 
heard of.

1. They do not use the 
guitar in their music. 

2. The duo has said that while they love 
getting to play bigger venues they 
really miss playing smaller shows 
because they feel that it's a more 
controlled environment where they can 
really connect better with the fans.

3. Tyler came up with the name Twenty- 
One Pilots after seeing the play “All My 
Sons.” In the play, there was a 
businessman who was faced with the 
dilemma of taking care of his family by 
making a dishonest business deal or 
not making the deal and risking 
making no money. The man chose to 
sell faulty plane parts to some WWII 
pilots for the benefit of making money, 
and twenty one pilots were ultimately 
killed as a result. The moral dilemma 
that the man faced was a huge 
inspiration to Tyler who then decided 
to incorporate it into the band name.

Games of Glory

   How to play: Use your arrow keys to move 
the tiles. When two tiles with the same 
number touch, they merge into one! 
   There are many variations of this game 
including 2048 Cupcakes, 2048 Donuts, and 
even 2048 Donald Trump!

2048 EDITION
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2017 Beauty and the Beast - Best Scenes
We all know and love the new Beauty and the Beast 
which was released on March 17th, 2017. Starring 
Emma Watson and Dan Stevens, this new-released 
movie has taken the watchers through a beautiful 
journey of the love story between Belle (Watson) and 
the Beast (Stevens). But, what scenes made this 
movie...magical? 

The Pearson Post
by Janani Karthick SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Entertainment

5. When the Beast 
gives Belle the library 

Now this was one of the 
best scenes in the 
whole movie. The Beast 
has this huge library 
filled with books that he 
gives to Belle. Belle, 
being a bookworm, is 
overwhelmed and 
amazed. This scene 
showed the bond that 
was being created 
between Belle and 
Beast.
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2017 Beauty and the Beast - Best Scenes
(continued)

4. Belle and the West Wing

Now, Belle being Belle, finds 
out about the West Wing, 
where the Beast keeps the 
Rose. (You know, the Rose). Of 
course, she sneaks out to the 
West Wing at night and 
discovered the Rose. The 
Beast finds her there and 
screams at her to go away. This 
scenes shows us that Belle 
finally realizes why the beast 
needs to find true love. 

The Pearson Post
by Janani Karthick SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Entertainment

3. Beast Transforms

Obviously, we saw it 
coming. Belle falls in love 
with the Beast, but the 
Beast kind of “dies.” Belle 
kisses him, and.... you 
know how it goes. Then, 
the Beast transforms into a 
human prince. This scene 
symbolizes that no matter 
your past, you can find true 
love.  

11



2017 Beauty and the Beast - Best Scenes
(continued)

2. The Intro 

This scene is at the beginning 
of the movie. The narrator 
explains the Beast’s 
background story and why the 
beast needs to find true love. 

The Pearson Post
by Janani Karthick SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Entertainment

1. Ball Scene

This is the most famous 
scene in the whole movie. 
When the Beast and Belle 
dance in the ballroom, 
everyone is in tears. The 
connection between them 
becomes stronger; maybe 
turning into something else. 
The music, dancing  and 
scenery blend perfectly 
together into one amazing 
moment.  
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Top Ten Best 
Games!

Do you have a favorite 
video game? Is it one that 
challenges you, or are you 
able to beat all of the 
levels? Do the games you 
play have cool graphics, 
or are they just fun to 
play? Even though there 
are quite a few decent 
games, there are some 
that stick out to me more 
than others. Here is my 
top ten list of the best 
games! If you haven’t 
already, check them out. 

THE 
LIST! 
Number 10:
Emily is Away
Emily Is Away is a 
cute old style 
microsoft game. It 
starts off with you 
creating an account 
on a instant 
messenger 
application and you 
start talking with 
your friend Emily 
from school.

Number 9:
Pokemon GO!
Pokémon GO is an 
game that finally 
manages to get 
people outdoors to 
catch those pesky 
Pokemon! 

Number 8:
No Man's Sky
No Man's Sky is a 
beautiful game that 
gives you the 
availability to learn 
about basic survival 
skills in game form!

Number 7:
Five Nights At 
Freddy’s
Five nights at 
Freddy's is a horror 
game that has swept 
the nation of 
gamers. From 
Youtubers to even 
five-year-olds, 
everyone (Besides 
me...I don't like 
horror) loves FNAF!

Number 6:
Overwatch
Overwatch is a 
game of first person 
shooting bad guys. 
Well, sorta, my big 
brother is 
OBSESSED with 
this game. He loves 
to play it with his 
friends, and he 
recommends it. 

Continued 
on next page 
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SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Technology

Top Ten Best 
Games (continued)

Number 5:
Unravel
Unravel is a game where you are a little 
cute figure named Yarny. You have to 
control Yarny to get through complex 
puzzles, and it's really cute!

Number 4:
Splatoon (Recommended by Celina)

Splatoon is a game where you play as 
these little characters, and you shoot 
slime blobs to destroy the enemies!

Number 3:
Superhot
SUPERHOT is a first-person game 
where you try to get a weapon and “kill” 
all the enemies. The catch is, time only 
moves when you move.

Number 2:
Minecraft
Minecraft is a game where you build and 
create anything. My personal favorite 
mode is multiplayer where you can play 
with friends and more!

by Margaret Sutton
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Number 1!
Undertale
Undertale is a interactive Indie style 
game where you play as a gender-less 
child and try to get through a place called 
“The Underground.”



Do you like dragons? If so, this game 
is for you! Dragonvale is a fun game 
where you feed, care, and breed your 
dragons! There are many different 
types of dragons. You have to buy 
primary dragons with dragon cash. 
You can breed primary dragons 
creating hybrids. Primaries and 
hybrids can also have rarities. An 
Equinox dragon, as seen below, is a 
very rare dragon. Other rare dragons 
are primarily Fire, Earth, Plant, Dark, 
Light, Cold, and Lightning. 

What may be confusing for some 
people is that a rare can include a 
hybrid dragon. Some hybrids are very 
common and easy to breed like the 
Quake dragon; although some like E 
Cotton dragon are more rare. Super 
rares are dragons that are very hard 
to breed and are worth thousands of 
gems (a type of money in the game 
that is very hard to get). There are 
very low chances of breeding them 
unless you have the special breeding 
island that allows you to have better 
chances of breeding a rare or super 
rare dragon. Epics are dragons that 
you must get by doing quests and are 
the rarest type.  

They are not able to breed or be bought in 
stores. Primary dragons are dragons that 
you can buy for dragoncash (a type of 
money that can be collected from your 
dragons and super easy to get) in stores. 

In order to earn gems you have to race to 
chests, do a quest, or win a gold or silver 
in the coliseum. Gems are important to get 
dragons, special breeding islands, and to 
expand your number of habitats. 

This game might sound complicated, but it 
is a lot of fun. Give it a try; I bet you would 
catch on easier than you might think. 

The Pearson Post
by Celina Thompson SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Technology

Best Game App - DragonVale
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Social Media Rankings in April 2017
***Based on active accounts per million users. 

Facebook: 1,871 people
Whatsapp: 1,000 people
Instagram:600 people
Snapchat: 300 people 
Pinterest: 150 people
Twitter: 317 people 
Tumblr: 550 people 

The Pearson Post
by Janani Karthick SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Technology
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number of graduates that are 
qualified to work as a 
professional programmer. The 
number of jobs is plentiful and in 
high demand; companies are 
happy to accept you as a 
programmer. Even in sports, 
what do you think powers the 
lights, signs, and even the 
JUMBOTRON? Programming 
does. Perhaps, this is a field 
more students should consider 
for his or her future. 

The Pearson Post
by Paul Kurtzweil SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Technology
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A programmer is 
someone who writes 
computer software. In 
2015, their estimated 
annual salary was 
$79,530 or roughly 
$38/hour. Nobody really 
thinks of how many jobs 
there are in the field of 
programming. Our 
schools are starting to 
introduce coding to 
students but not fast 
enough. So little is the 



Top 5 Emojis
1. Face throwing a kiss
2. Thumbs-up sign
3. Pile of poop
4. Tears of joy laughing face
5. Smiling face with heart eyes 

The Pearson Post
by Janani Karthick SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Technology

     History of Emojis

Shigetaka Kurita created Emoji’s in 1998. The idea 
sprang into his head when he was working in a 
Japanese communication company. He wanted 
people to send pictures to each other without 
using a lot of data. The word Emoji  means “image 
character.”  
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R.I.P Gabe, The Dog 

The Pearson Post
by Margaret Sutton SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Technology

Bork, Borf Goes Gabe

Gabe, The Dog was 
famous for making his 
owners laugh when he 
would bark in silly ways. 
His owners eventually 
posted him barking on 
social media, and he 
became famous for 
people remixing his barks 
into songs. We all 
remember those cringey 
songs turning cute!

Let Your Voice 
Be Heard! 

Ms. William’s fifth hour 
class protested to have 

outside time!
In our classroom’s unit of 
Industrial Era, the students 
were offered the chance to go 
on strike for a reason they felt 
passionate about. The class 
chose recess, phones, and 
snacks. Student groups 
created posters, signs, and 
petitions in order to spread the 
word. They spoke to the 
principals February 17 at 
12:30 about the classroom 
proposals. The principals 
asked the students to bring 
further information to support 
the proposals and the benefits 
of each. 

19



The Mystery Within Devil’s Kettle Falls

  One theory is that Rhyolite Rock is very 
hard, and it crushes rock beneath it, 
creating a perfect environment for water. 
Unfortunately, there is no evidence of this. 
During storms, many branches, rocks, and 
debris would fall into this pothole. If this 
theory is correct, the drainage route which 
is filled with gravel from the crushed rock, 
would clog, and the water would eventually 
become too much, and the water would 
start spewing out of the top.
    Another theory is that millions of years 
ago, a volcano had formed a hollowed out 
lava tube under Devil’s Kettle Falls. The 
water would fall down the pothole and 
continue in the ancient lava tube and 
continue this path until it reaches the 
bottom of Lake Superior. But, again there is 
a problem. The rock underneath Devil’s 
Kettle Falls is basalt, and there has been no 
recorded evidence of lava tubes being 
formed in basalt. 
   One last theory states that the water 
would create a cave underground making 
the rock disappear forever, but the Rhyolite 
rock would make this impossible because 
the rock is so hard.

The Pearson Post
by Clara & Chloe SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Science 

Devil’s Kettle Falls
   Devil’s Kettle Falls is located at Lakes 
Superior North Shore, in Minnesota. 
Devil’s Kettle Falls has been puzzling 
many hikers and geologist for 
generations. What is so mysterious about 
this place anyways? Devil’s Kettle Falls is 
a river. There is the Rhyolite rock which is 
far too hard for water to break. This 
causes the river to split and go around the 
rock. On one side, as seen in the picture, 
water drops down and continues like a 
normal river. This river flows to Lake 
Superior. On the other hand, the other 
side drops down into a pothole, and the 
water is never seen again. Scientists have 
conducted research on the pothole, by 
dropping ping pong balls, red food dye 
and even logs down the pothole. None of 
these objects were ever seen again. 
Scientist watch multiple openings to lakes 
and rivers around the area and no sights 
of these objects have ever been seen. 

Theories

Did you know 
that during 
winter Devil's 
Kettle Falls 
freezes? Maybe
next winter, you
could go check
it out because it
is supposed to be a beautiful sight.
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The Pearson Post
The Scary Selection

   There’s an unexplained phenomenon that 
you’ve probably experienced without knowing 
what it’s called, and it’s gaining more attention 
lately. “The Mandela Effect” is what the Internet 
is calling those instances in which many of us are 
certain we remember something a particular 
way, but it turns out we’re wrong.
   The name of the theory comes from many 
people feeling certain they could remember 
Nelson Mandela dying while he was still in prison 
back in the ’80s. Contrary to what many thought, 
Mandela’s actual death was on Dec. 5, 2013, 
despite some people claiming to remember 
seeing clips of his funeral on TV.
   These false memories have some people 
thinking their memory stinks, but some wonder if 
they’ve gone to a parallel universe. What if time 
travelers have gone to the past and slightly 
affected our present, or what if they’re simply 
losing their minds? Whichever it is, what’s most 
interesting about the “Mandela Effect” is that so 
many individuals share the same false memories.

Time Travel: Messing With Our Lives!

“The Berenstein 
Bears” are actually 

called “The Berenstain 
Bears.”

The Queen in Snow White 
never said, “Mirror, mirror on 
the wall.” While the famous 
Snow White quote you’ve 
probably heard others say and 
repeated yourself is “Mirror, 
mirror on the wall,” it turns out 
the correct line is “Magic mirror 
on the wall.” There was even a 
movie made with the title 
Mirror Mirror.

People think the Monopoly 
man, Rich Uncle 

Pennybags, has a monocle, 
but he doesn’t.

21
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The Fastest and Most Accurate Archer in the 
World

The Pearson Post
By Sargam Sharma SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Sports
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Under World Archery conditions, Matt Stutzman shot 
the furthest and most accurate archery at the TPC 
Craig Ranch in McKinney, Texas on December 9th, 
2015 (283.47 m; 930.04 ft).  And that’s not all...Matt 
Stutzman was was born without arms! He received the 
nickname “Armless Archer.” Could you imagine doing 
your daily chores without your arms? This incredible 
man managed to shoot an arrow accurately at a target 
that was 284 meters away! What is even more 
surprising is that Matt Stutzman beat the record of an 
able-bodied person. Believe it or not, when Matt 
Stutzman began archery people teased and 
discouraged him, but he kept trying. “I have a lot of 
dreams. One of my dreams is to break the world 
record, and that dream will come true one day,” said 
Stutzman. He hoped one day his dream would come 
true, and sure enough, it did! 



Summer 
Activities

The Pearson Post
by Janani Karthick SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Miscellaneous 

2. Water Fight! 
Invite some friends over 
and surprise them with a 
water balloon fight. It’s a 
great way to stay cool! 

23

1. Get Chalky! 
Do you have art skills? 
Why not let your 
neighbors see them? 
Buy some chalk and let 
your art skills go wild! 



Summer Activities
(continued) 

The Pearson Post
by Janani Karthick SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Miscellaneous 

3. Go Camping! 
It’s nice to spend some 
time outside in nature. 
Invite some friends and 
roast marshmallows! 

24

4. Have a Picnic! 
Another nature one. Go 
outside and munch on 
some yummy treats! 
Who doesn’t love food?

5. Scavenger Hunt! 
Have a scavenger hunt 
with your friends. Hide 
some yummy treats 
and have fun  hunting 
them down! 



               Disney Trivia

The Pearson Post
By Sargam Sharma SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Miscellaneous 
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1. Who was the first Disney princess?
2. What are the names of Cinderella’s 

step sisters?
3. What U.S. city is the setting of The 

Princess and The Frog inspired by?
4. Which Disney princess has the 

fewest lines?
5. What is the name of Mulan’s pet 

dragon? 
6. What was the last movie overseen by 

Walt Disney? 
7. How many brothers did Hans have in 

Frozen?

Answers:
1. Snow White
2. Anastasia and Drizella
3. New Orleans
4. Aurora
5. Mushu
6. The Jungle Book
7. 12 brothers



T  5 F  Q

 

The Pearson Post
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“Live as if you were to 
die tomorrow. Learn 
as if you were to live 
forever.” 
- Mahatma Gandhi 

26

“Imagination is 
more important 
than knowledge.” 
- Albert Einstein

“If music be the food 
of love, play on.” 
- Shakespeare

“The way to 
get started is 
to quit talking 
and begin 
doing.” 
- Walt 
Disney

“When you 
come to a fork 
in the road, 
take it.” 
- Henry Ford



Have you seen weird signs? Well, take a look at these! 

The Pearson Post
by Janani Karthick SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Miscellaneous 
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                  Tangrams

The Pearson Post
By Sargam Sharma SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Puzzle/Game
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The puzzles below are called Tangrams.  They are a 
Chinese geometric puzzle consisting of a square cut 
into seven pieces that can be arranged to make 
various other shapes. Tangram means seven boards 
of skill in the the Chinese language. Below there is a  
difficult  tangram that you can solve yourself.
 (P.S. The page after this one has a tangram print, so 
you can arrange it yourself).



Try to make 
that F with 
those shapes 
above!
 



                  Word Search

The Pearson Post
By Sargam Sharma SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Puzzle/Game

April                   
Club               
Math
Pencil
Science

Book
iPad 
Newspaper
Reading 
Student

Buses
Locker
Pearson 
School
Teacher
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             Crossword Puzzle
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                Amazing Maze

The Pearson Post
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               Double Puzzle

The Pearson Post
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                Secret Message

The Pearson Post
By Sargam Sharma SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Puzzle/Game

Another Hidden Message
Cancel out the words below and put the remaining letters in the slots!
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                    Sudoku 
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Hidden Pictures

The Pearson Post
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Create Your Own APP!

The Pearson Post
by Margaret Sutton SHAKOPEE’S FAVORITE NEWSPAPER Contest
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Be Creative! Make your own app that you 
would use, ALL THE TIME! The winner gets 
an exclusive interview with me! Turn your 
apps, with a brief description of it, into the 
newspaper basket in the office by Friday, May 
4th. 



The Pearson Post

The WINNER of the Creative Writing Contest is 
CADYN ANGELL!
Forever Gone (Unedited)

Chapter 1: Melissa
I stare into the cloudy eyes of Mary Marrens in the deep shady woods covered with 

oak and pine. I looked even more scared than before when she had called my name. I 
stood there what felt like forever, my throat choking. I looked at her again, was this the 
end?

We had this friendship, the one where you could tell the other anything without a 
feeling someone else might find out. I know that sounds cheesy but it’s the truth. We would 
walk down our town hall and pretty much everyone would know us. Well we in a small 
town, a town home to 38 people. Everyone would know us as Melissa and Mary. But what 
would they call us now. Wait, but there is no us it's just me. But surely she can’t be dead 
she was just running in the ice stream with me. Then I thought again I did wonder off when 
I saw the beautiful white speckled doe. 

I couldn't imagine her not being with me making memories. So many memories, but 
all of them are gone just gone no way to make them back up. Because there's no her, no 
us which means no me. Without her I'm a nobody because I'm someone who needs 
someone to guide me in life. My parents have nothing to do with me so I can't go to them. 
My mother and my father are  locked up. 

Well hello sorry for my manners my name is Melissa Sanchez. It has been some 
time since I have actually talked to someone so here's my no, her, no our, ahh the story of 
my best friend Mary Marrens. Like I said I only left her for a short amount of time the time 
where you wouldn't expect someone to die. But yes, yes that's what happened. 

My blood runs cold every time I think about it. Her brown curly locks shining on top 
of the dull dirt. Her beautiful tan face sitting there painlessly and innocent knowing nothing 
at all of what kind of pain I'm going through. But this is it it's what it feels like to loose 
someone who you love. It all makes since now knowing there is something worse then your 
parents gone because Mary is forever gone.

The words kept on echoing in my ears forever gone, forever gone, forever gone. 
Then I caught my breath and I managed to grab my phone out of my wrinkled pocket. I was 
debating whether I should call my aunt or the police. I looked into the phone and dazed up 
as I saw all of the notifications popping up on my screen. But one stood out the one that 
dragged my eye completely to it. I started crying even before I understood  it. The reminder 
stated “bring Mary to the mall”. It was so simple but it caught me in to mental breakdown. I 
stared at my phone in utter silence until I voiced “ she's dead, she's gone, forever. Why 
her? Why now? 
          I wanted to die and not deal with this mess. I have three major things to do. One 
figure out what happened to her. Two contact someone. Three deal with the pain then we'll 
go from there. I pressed the word aunt and held my finger down not knowing if I should let 
go or not. This decision could decide which way this case is going to go. 38
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I looked at her body and tried to discover any wounds or bruises. I looked for a 

weapon or a sharp area to cause the damage. The bright red dripping down the side of a 
pine tree petrified me. Until my heart dropped I looked at her bright blue eyes twitching but 
barely not enough to notice. I think I've gone crazy, I swear she’s not breathing.

Her stomach looked bloated but that wasn't the only heart shattering thing I noticed. 
I lifted one of her brown locks and discovered a dark and deep cut sitting on her forehead. 
The cut awoken me with a shiver. I've never seen anything like it other than when I hit my 
head on the cement bar in Mendoza park. Her head lifted slightly above the cruel dusty 
grounds. Her eyes met mine. She smiled,”I'm okay” 

Chapter 2: Melissa 
Her words paralyzed me. Just those two words gave me hundreds of questions to 

ask. Why, when, how, where? She tried to stand up but just by looking at her I could tell 
her legs were way too weak. She tried to talk but the words didn't come out clear enough 
for me to understand. After a few minutes she managed to grab a hold of the big branch 
from the pine tree and stood up. I'm no doctor but I knew something wasn't right. 
Something I feel I've noticed before. You see ever since the day me and Mary became 
best friends I asked her if I could go to her home. I knew that's kind of rude inviting yourself 
over but I was young and pushy. Which I know I'm still young which means why am I 
dealing with this? So many thoughts scattered in my brain. But when I asked she said no 
right away. I wasn't just no. I made me feel weird when she told me. 
I've never learned why she replied like that until today.

She always told me never come to her home. It always sounded a little sketchy but 
she was my friend so I went with it. I knew something was up, especially when ALL of our 
play dates we in these same creepy woods. She looked up at me. My tears drying on my 
pale face. She then slurred her words but I made the question out, “why are you crying?” I 
didn't reply. 

She stared at me and I still can't believe that she's here, alive, with me! Again the 
starring has gotten me a little creeped but all I asked was her to be alive. I found the right 
time to reply. “You mean you weren't dead how did you die?”  She looked at me in 
disbelief. “ what do you mean does it look like I'm dead? I replied with a no, but why was 
she lying silently on the ground. Was this a trick. She looked at me again and said “ this 
might not make sense but the reason I never let you in my home is because….. I don't 
have one”
 I looked at her and finally spoke,“ Then where's your bed?  Where's your fluffy 
poodle you told me you had? Where are you parents?” She looked to the ground and 
replied with a sigh “ here sit there this might take a while”. Her dirty fingers pointed in the 
direction of a bare log in the pine path. I drug it over and sat down. Constantly rubbing off 
the dirt from my brand new jeans.

She looked a little bit more attentive now. “ well when you brought me to your house 
I felt uncomfortable because I live in a place more destructive. I live in the woods.” I feel 
like I knew that like it wasn't a surprise. I nodded. “ well as you can tell my canopy is over 
there. The reason I died is I tried to fake my death so I jumped  off a tree. Then I noticed 
you weren't even there until I flipped over and slammed my forehead on this branch. 39
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I didn't want to tell you that I live in the woods with no parents or the fluffy poodle. I stood 
there wiped the bark of my back. I didn't know what to say was I mad, angry, happy, sad? All 
of my feelings were stuck inside of me they were trapped I couldn't get them out.

Chapter 3: Mary
Hi my name is Mary. As you have heard, I live in the woods, not just any woods the 

deep shady woods covered with oak and pine. Before this place has turned into ruins it was 
the brightest castle in the best city. If you're confuse sed listen to this story.  It was beautiful it 
was bright It was shiniest in sight. My ma and my pa were the queen and the king. They had 
a beautiful little child named Mary Marrens. I was there's, the only one not against them. My 
pa and my ma had stolen. I lost them behind bars. The castle workers had left. They had 
asked me come. I refused. I grew trees broke the castle down, just to many memories. I hid 
from police. Snuck pass child control. Lied to friends. 

I knew something was up when I was called the lost child. One thing I've always hid 
from Melissa is her aunt at her house is mine.  I never knew until I read about my parents. 
One of the chapters stated “the lost daughter . The truth is when our parents left they brought 
Melissa not me. I was hiding. I lived in the forest for five years. My aunt thought I was dead. 
After my aunt brought Melissa home she married a man  Jose Sanchez. I never went and 
tried to live at my aunts home because I didn't want Melissa to go through what I was. She 
lost her memory at the age of eight. She bumped her head on the cement pole in Mendoza 
park. She didn't remember anything. Anything about how we were sisters.
    Today I explained the truth she hugged me stroked my hair and said…,

Chapter 4: Melissa 
I would never think of Mary ever being me true sister. Don't worry we told our aunt the 

story and for me and her being brave she brought us to the pet store and we got a fluffy 
poodle named forever. We collected all of Mary's things from the woods. Then I told her let's 
go home. I stroked Mary's brown hair, I stare into the bright blue eyes of Mary Marrens in the 
deep shady woods covered with oak and pine. 

Forever Gone- Continued
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Thoughts on The Pearson Post?
Let your voice be heard! What did you think of The Pearson Post 
this year? We are looking for suggestions and ideas for 
improvement. What did you like? What didn’t you care for? What 
should we do more of? Less of? Change? We are open to all 
ideas! Make sure your review is respectful and school appropriate. 
Thank you for your feedback!  ~ The Pearson Post Crew

The Pearson Post
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Regretfully, not pictured but a part of our crew: Colin Anderson, Bailey Angell, 
and Margaret Sutton. 
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